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 • .. . KEI-iORAHDUM REPORT
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION .OF A_1/20-SCALE-
PG'yEEED_ MODEL OF.A FOUR-ENGINE
''TRANSPORT AIRPLANE
By . Victor ;'I". .- Stevens ; ./William M. Douglass ,' '
• ' and' Jules. B^VDods-, Jr.' • - •-
S ШУМА
Tests have been made on a 1/20-s-cale model . of в. four-
engine transport airplane to determine • the stability charac-
teristics , empennage-' control-surface effectiveness, the
effect of propeller'- r- at at ion oh longitudinal stability, and
a method for. carrying' spare win?;-, panels under the fuselage.
The effect of" two modes- 'of model power operation- oh the char-
acteristics of the model was studied. The' "effect of landing
gear, open cowl flapc-, and center-section split flaps was
also investigated. ... '
•'' . The- results. indicate that the model possesses satisfac-
tory 'stick- fixed longitudinal;, stability for all normal flight
conditions -except . for high .power with 'flaps extended. The
stick- free longitudinal -stability is unsatisfactory in a
rated-power climb, although it may be remedied through the
use of -a spring in the elevator-- system counteracted by nose-
up tab. .-Stick- free -stability is also -lacking for any power
condition -with flaps- "fully1 extended, /owing to under- surf ace
tail stall. .' - - •- • •'_•'.;_ . ;.
•The -elevator power' "in landing, IP. marginal. Control
forces, a're.-high for" landing .and. 'accelerated flight for the
design control linkage';.' however., a change in the control
linkage should bring the forces within -the desired limits.
'
A change in .direction': of .propeller rotation produces
little change in longitudinal stability of this" model,
primarily because the horizontal tail completely spans- the
slipstreams of -the inboard propellers..
Directional characteristics of the model are satisfac-
tor?/. .The -rudder" -Dover is sufficient to maintain zero
side clip upon failure., of..-any1 one engine, and the control • •
forces, required, are satisfa.ctor.ily low.
.Application of take-off power in the landing configuration
completely neutralizes' 'the., normal "dihedral'-effect, requiring
use of the ailerons 'rather than the rudder to keep the.wings
level. • . ' ' . . , '
From an aerodynamic viewpoint, wing panels carried under,,
the fuselage' sho-uld be placed 'lengthwis'e of-.the fuselage with
the inooard ends butted together0. .
Practically "no difference is indicated between'the results
for-the two modes of model power•operation, provided the hori-
zontal tail is not stalled, -. , ' '•
In general, the landing gear increases the static longi-
tudinal stability, power off." Hov;-ever,'-with power-at a flap
deflection of 25°, "stability Is decreased. The effect, at .a
flap deflection of 50° is- obscured by-the stalling of the.
tail. • • - • ' . . •
INTRODUCTION- . " . '
'An investigation-of. the. cha-racteristl.c.s o'f .a. four-.engine'
transports-airplane' through tests, of1 a 1/2.0—acai'e: powered mo'del.
was conducted at the request" of the i-iateri el. .Command, Ц..З.
Army Air'Force
;
s. Results are .presented, which show the., empen-
nage control-surface effectiveness-arid the effect of propeller
rotation'on longitudinal stability. Data-are presented to ;
show flap effectiveness, effect 'of. landing gear, effect of
cowl flaps, and an optimum method for carrying spare- wing
panels under the fuselage. A comparison is also presented, of
the longitudinal characteristics obtained by two methods of
model-power -.operation (i.e.,-the advance ratio V/riD -.was
varied' by-changing either the propeller rotatipnal- speed .or
the dynamic' pressure).' • •• . • " , .
The tests were conducted in the Ames 7- by 10-foot
tunnel. ' • ' . ' . ' ... • - ' • ' •'
.MODEL AND APPARATUS •
The l/20-sc!ale model of a f o'ur-eng-ihe- transport airplane
js nharnp.terl^erl by a.- high-aspec't-ratio Tiring set back,and low
'on the fuselage with' generous, fillets at the wing-fuselage •
juncture. Thr,ee outstanding features of the wing are (lj .
full-span vaned flaps, (2) a spoiler-f lap-aileron combination.
(commonly called a flip-flap-flop) for lateral control, and./
•(3) an airfoil section which .at the design lift coefficient'
has pressure gradients favorable to laminar' flow on the lower-'.
surface; only. A combination of direct,, control and servo-
 t -
control is utilized on the. airplane to reduce control forces.
The linkage" in the system is partially adjustable, providing '
a means for obtaining the most suitable ratio of direct-to-
1
 servo control. '
A three-view drawing o'f the model is shown in figure 1,.'
.and. a sketch snowing the location of thrust lines and center
of gravity is presented in figure 2. Section details of the^
vaned flap and. the spoiler-flap-ail.eron .combination are given .
in figure 3. Figures •!•!• and S give detailed dimensions for
the horizontal and vertical tail, respectively. The • model
elevators were equipped with both trim -and control tabs; how-
eye r, the trim tab' was neutral for all teats. A tabulation
of 'the important model dimensions "and a list of configuration
svnibols used' in the report are, -^resented in 'appendixes A and
•B.
.. The model was p.owered with four variable-speed motors •
driving three-blade propellers. A propeller-blade setting of
22°- at the 0.75 radius was maintained -throughout the tests.
A unit composed, of a motor and torsion strain gage was
installed, in the tail cone, permitting the' operator to deflect
either the rudder or elevator and read the resulting hinge •
moments while the tunnel was operating. Two wooden' wing ' '
panels-, simulating' the right and. left "outboard panels of the
model, were provided to be mounted under the- fuselage in .
various positions.
The model was mounted on three struts, as shown in.
figure 6. All power and .control loads were -carried through
the -rear support strut, allowing the use of small- tip struts
on the win..
'' TESTS AND. RESULTS
The tests .were conducted in two scries. The results of
the first ser-ios have been segregated into four groups:
(l) longitudinal stability and control, (2) the effect of
propeller rotation on longitudinal stability, (3) lateral-'
directional characteristics, .and (Ц-) tests showing flap,
effec.'ts and effect's' of- externally-transported, vring panels. .
For tests in which full-scale power was•to 'be simulated,"the
relationships of thrust coefficient TO- to'-lift -coefficient
CL, shown-in fleure 7',.-were used; -The- propeller character-
istice (Те -.as a function of" V/nD) determine'd ••experimentally
are '-given -in fi£.;ur,e и. . л - . • '. •' ' - "
,A ae.cond. 'series ''of tests, was later 'conducted to obtain .a
comparison of'the results obtained-using two different-methods
o"f power operation,: to' determine' the effect-of the landing '
gear and cowl 'flaps, and to determine -the effectiveness of the
center-section split -flat).- " . - . ' . ' . • •
aerodynamiс chordthe 2F- percent .mean «.oi-uu. .>•___„ .. _ . .....
corrected for support tares and vet-boundary effects as given
i n t h e appendix.. ' . " ' . . - " .
.'• -., ' Longitudinal Stability/ and Control. -. , • -
,• The loiip;itudinal char?.ctero.stics of the model were deter-
mined ,?.;-s a function of- ancclc! of ?.ttac> for various, combi-
nations of
v
 flap and povrer -settings and are'presented as the
variation of angle of attach and of drag, pitching;, moment, _ '
and hinge-moment 'coefficients witbf lift, coefficient. The
characteristics of "the-model with- various power-'conditions •
are compared in figure'9. for flaps'undeflected, in'figure 1C
for fields deflected 2S°, and "in figure 11 for'flaps' deflected150°. , " • •":-' .• ..' : - •••• ; -• •' -. ,
• Elevator and elevator-control-tab-effectiveness data were
obtained'for' the' model with'propellers removed and'flaps unde-
flected by VGry.rng elevator deflection for -.several model atti-
tucl.es and control-tab -s-ettinps. The results for cohtr'ol tab
neutral are presented in figure'12 as th? • variation-' of lift, .
drag, pitchins'-momsnt, -and elevator hinge-mom&nt coeffici-snt.s
vrith eleyator'deflection: For nominal control-tab deflections
of -10°, 10°,'' 15°, and 20°,- pitchinK-nomeat and elevator-.. -
.hinge-moment coefficients are "given" in figures-13 to 16. ''"
Figures 12 to l6 have been cross-plotted .to determine tab "
effectiveness and the results arc Dro'sc-uted in !tia:ures. 17 and
л .-A.. .. . ..""'- - '" - - .
-Lo. . • . . .
'"""'." ''A-limited series, of tests 'was- 'also mad-e to measure..-.. .-
elevator and elevator-tab effectiveness with pi!opeller.s . oper-
ating:.' 'Results-of 'theee testa, for which rated po^ e'r at fdOO
''fe'etwas'sireula-ted, are presentee, in figure 19. ••• .'. •
'•- To determine '-gufficiency of• elevator power for-landing,
the model in the landing oonfirurafcion was tested with
elevator deflected. 0°, -20°, arid -25°' for control-tab deflec-
tions of Oc, 10°,. tine! 20°. The results -are -shown in fi-rare
20.'- ' . ; • ;
:
• '-Effect'of Propeller Rotation on Longitudinal Stability
Tests of twin-engine airplanes have shown loss in longi-
tudinal stability with application *of power to be a function
of propeller rotation; The optimum rotation is such that the
.inboard Ы?сСез are traveling up, giving a larger part of the
tail' benefit -of upv/ash due to slipstream rotation.' With -
„these results in mind, tests were made on this model with
engines 1 -апб. '2 rotating. countercloc]i.v;ise and engines 3 and Ц-
' clockwise. The \r3.ri-ation of an^ 'le of sttack, pitchin.g-moment
coefficient, and. elevator hinge-momeiTt coefficient With .lift
"coefficient for this rotation is compared with-the conv'en-' .
tional--rotation (all cloclcwise) in figure 21-for flaps -unde-r
flected, in 'figure 22 for flaps- 'deflected 25°, and in figure
23 for flaps deflected 50°.
Lateral-Directional Characteristics. - -
... ., The aerodynamic characteristics of the model in. yaw were
evaluated for the cruising-attitude (CL - 0.5), climb atti-
tude (CL = 1.0), and the landing-approach attitude (CL = 2..0
with flaps, extended SO0), Characteristics .of the model In the
cruise attitude- are ^resented in •'•figure 2'b- for the propellers-
removed and cruisinQ'-pover conditions. Similarly, 1fi,gure 25
?-In
:
 the original data obtained for the conditions shown in •
figures- 2Ц-, 25., and 35, there occurred discontinuities in the
..cross-force and yawlna—moment coefficients. However, in a
later investigation--it was found that a separation flow over
the thick airfoil section of the third strut was the cause of
'the'observed discontinuities. By placing spoilers on the
strut it was /oossible. to eliminate these discontinuities.
presents the characteristics for the climb attitude with rated
power, simulated and with propellers removed, 'and figure 26
presents.the characteristics for:the landing-approach attitude
with 50-percent-rated and. 100-percent take-off power, simulated
e.nd propellers removed. In figure 2J are shown'tuft photo-
graphs of flow over the vertical tail for the model in the
cruise attitude. " -
Rudder-and rudder-tab-effectiveness tests with propellers
removed'were made at the cruise attitude Ъу varying rudder ..
angle for several angles of-yaw.and control-tab "settings. •
The results are 'presented in figures 2S; to 31 as the variation,
of у aw ing-moment and rudder hin-ge-momeht coefficients with
rudder angle.- These data have been cross-plotted to' give,
control-tab effectiveness in figures 32 to оЦ-i '
To ascertain.the rudder'effsotivenesa with propellers
operating, rated power at the'climb .attitude was simulated •
for tab neutral" only. These data are included in 2figure 55.
.To test adeouacy of dir.ectional control-'in .the" event of
single-engine failure during take-off the model in the' take-
off configuration (-flaps deflected 25 , landing gear extended.)
was yawed for each of several rudder deflections while mainv-
taining take-off power'in engines 2, 3, and J-'-, and allowing
engine 1 to windmill.. Figure 3b shows the results of these
tests.-
Affects of Flaps and. -External VJiln-g r'anels
1
 "For convenience of comparison'the lift curve"s for. the
rnod.el with propellers removed are. summarized, in figure 37
.flaps deflected. 0°,' 25°, and- 50°. In figure 33 are shown
the combined effects of Reynolds-'number and Mach number on.
the lift characteristics for flaps deflected.'
i .
It w
c
?.s suspected that the outboard flap had passed its
peak effectiveness -at a full .50° deflection. Such a condi-
tion would be particularly undesirable since the aileron- is
on this, portion of the flap. To check this condition-, tests
were niade with the inbo-ard flap deflected 5°° апб- the. out-
board flap at О?, 12-;b-0, 25°', 37-?;.°, and 50'°. The, results, are
~See footnote, p.
7presented' in 'figure 14-0. '
Since one of the functions of this airplane-will be the
transportation of wing panels too large to be carried'in the
fuselage, tests were made with outboard panels mounted under
the fuselage to determine the optimum arrangement. Two of •
the three arrangements tested are shown in figure ^0. The
test results for the three arrangements are presented in
figures 1M, il-2, and J>3. •'. '
Effect of Method of Power Operation
The first -series' of tests' indicated a. translation in
the pitching moments with change in dynamic pressure for a
50° flap deflection with the tail removed. Since in that
series tlio power tests were -made with a variable dynamic
pressure,- it .was considered possible that errors were intro-
duced into the pitching-moments. Therefore, it'was proposed
to make a comparable'series of power tests in which the
variable dynamic pressure was elin-inated. To do this, the
thrust coefficient was' varied by changing the propeller
rotational speed rather 'than the dynamic pressure. The com-
parison of the longitudinal characteristics obtained by both
methods are presented in figure's J-l-4 to ^7 ?OT the model with
flaps undeflected, deflected/25°, 37f°, and R0°. Because
tests were not previously 'obtained for' a flap deflection of
37|-°,,all the required tests ware made during this pha.se of
the investigation. A summary plot showing power-on results
for all flap deflections made by the constant-dynamic-
pressure .method is given in figure !•!•£>. The load carried by
thf tail is sho.wn in figure Ц-9 for a SO0 flap deflection with
'take-off power. ~ •
Effect of Landing G-ear and Center-Section Flap
- For most of the tests made with flaps deflected, the
landing year was retracted, the effect of .the landing gear
was determined separately with anc. without power. • P.esults
obtained by the constant-propeller rotational-speed power
method, are presented in' figure 5° ^ ог flap deflections of
25°-and RO0. Results obtained by tlio constant-dynamic-
pfesBure method for, flap de.flections of 0°, 25°, and 5°°
s.T2 presented in figures 51 to 5^ for tail removed and in
figures 5^ - ^° 5-- f°r tail on.
The effect of the cowl flaps on the longitudinal-stability
characteristics is presented, in figure-57 with the tail on'and
in fls-'ura 5c, with the tail removed.7 Both the' power-off and
ро'мзг-оп conditions are included. • , , . .
Results of tests made to determine the effectiveness of
tho center-section split flap are presented in figures 59 ?-nd
бО for flap'deflections of 25°'and"509. . ' -
• • DISCUSSION' • • -
Longitudinal Stability and Control
Power off.-. The/power-off. stability with flaps unde- . "
fleeted as. shovn-Vby ••dGai/d'Ci; indicates a-..static margin of
about' 19'-p.er cent M."'A. C."V) to. r. CL . of "0.'9 (fig. 9).' Beyond
this "point dOrrj/dpL increases sharply d.ue to a premature loss
in wing effectiveness (dCL/da),- It should be noted that •
this effect is typical for scale models of .airplanes' having
low-drag wing sections, but1 at the- full-scale .'Reynolds-number
it is believed that the-effect will be considerably-re.duc-ed. -
Tho average'' static margin for the .model with flaps.-deflected-
25° and 50° is again equal to 19 .percent M.. A.C., but there is
no loss in wing effectiveness with the corresponding'increase -
in dC
m
/dCL o-t high" lift coefficients (.figs. 10 and 11).
The computed variation of elevator deflection and stick
force '(without 'servo and ' ,
 n
 d
 fetic7 f°rce) ^ = 0.&7
• -. • ; •
 s
 d (elevator*ninge moment;.
Ib/ft lb) iiTlth
 (speed, in figure bl, again shows the sharpincrease in stability-at an indicated airspeed-of lb|-0 miles
por hour"(CL = 0.9) for' the •propelier.R-rernoved and flaps-
retracted position. (Throughout" this discussion.y.-.the .anal-
ysis of 'control-force variation is simplified-to the extent,
'.that forces are given neglecting benefit of -servo action;
however,.the ability of the-servo tab' to reduce these forces
satisfactorily Is indicated. ) The high stick, forces are due
to the;size of the surface rather than to large hinge-moment
coefficients. The normal range, of flight speeds can be
covered using only 5° °^ servo tab (figs.. 12 to 16).
The characteristics of the airplane in accelerated-flight
with propellers removed for an airspeed, of 220 miles per hour '
(sea level) have'also been' estimated (fig. 62'). The variations
o.f elevator an.Gle and stick force with acceleration .are. s.table-
and" nearly linear, as desired.; Although the control 'tab' is
capable of enforcing the required elevator deflection/ it -is
estimated that for the design linkage the stick forces .- .
reouircd will exceed the ^О-ройпо-per-p; limit; This could be
remedied by adjusting the'linkage to give a greater mechanical!
advantage between control column and tab.
•- ••• Characteristics .of tho airplane in the landi-ng condition
''have' been estimated, and are given in figure 63. The calcu-
lations involved, are based on a gross weight, of 125,000
pounds with the center of gravity located at- 17 percent of
' -the- M. A.'C. and with the airplane trimmed away from the. ground
r.-t 120 miles per hour. Ground, effects have beon added, using
the methods and charts given in references 1 and 2.' Since
tab hinge moments could not be measured, they were estimated
from results of tests on a geometrically 'similar tail'. The
minimum landing speed indicate-d for full elevator and control-
tab deflections (<3e = -25°, 5c^ = 20°) is 95 miles per hour .
.(CL = 2.13). However, .for the design control linkage of
/ stick force x, •
 л
 ^,._ • . _ .1
 —= ~—r-r= ••—r-) - O . D 4 - / pountt r>er foot-pound and of
ч. с .Leva tor ninge mornont/s^ ' ^ -
••'of
U , stlc-: forco \ =2.20 rounds per foot-wound, an elevatorVtab hinge moment/§ _ ; - - " .
deflection of_ slightly loss than -20°, owing'to the large
elevator hinge moment,, will bo obtained when control tr.b is
fully deflected.. For this condition.tho -landing, spaed would
be greater than 100 miles per hour and control forces, would
bo excessive. In consideration of these, results and. the fact
that the- control-tab effectiveness is s.t'ill 'linear at 20?,. it
is recommended that the maximum tab an'glcs be increased to 25°.
Such a change should make -it' possible to'reach.elevator
deflections in, excess of 20° and-also keep stick -forces .satis-
factorily ilow. It should be noted'-that at the,-tes.t-Reynolds •
number the elevator is relatively ineffective at angles/,
greater than 20° but that at full-scale Reynolds number the
- elevator may maintain effectiveness, to- slightly -greater
deflections. Also, tho above -estimations neglect the ground
offect. on wing characteristics,.which results-in a.loss of '
•maximum lift and a decrease In wing б.-ivinf-moment- {reference
3 ).."•'At present there arc insufficient. •'data to'estimate
accurately this effect, although it is believed that the
• latter effect would permit tho-airplane to be trimmed.-to
higher lift coefficients which, would.', redu.ce-" -the minimum
/landing speed, by about 5"nvilcs por-hour. ." In-.p.-ny case, the
ю.
sufficiency of elevator power for landing is marginal, since
'the minimum landing speed" indicated above - (including ground
effect on'wins pitching moment) is 9° miles per hour'' compared
to the desired speed of 65 miles per hour..
Power on.- From the experimental, results, it was found
that ths addition of rs.ted power redviced the longitudinal
stability, placing .the neutral point at the 33 percent I'-i.A.C.
for the climb attitude (fig.- 9). (Power-off neutral point is
at J-I-4-, percent 1-i.A.C. for the range of lift coefficient .for
which .wing, effectiveness is normal.)- Since-32 percent, of the
M.A.C. is the estimated'aft center-of-gravity position, stick-
fixed stability in a rated-power climb will be marginal for
the aft center of gravity but -should bs satisfactory-for the
design center of gravity (25 percent i-i..A. C.). To ascertain
the.relative importance.of the different power effects on
model-'-characteristics'j .the pi.t-ching-moment increments produced,
by simulating rated power have. Ъогп broken down into the
various convDonsn.ts and are shown in figure '6Ц-.. At an an-r^lo
^of attack of 6°. _(Vf .=_. 13.5 mph for g;^ os-s weight '= 125,000~lb)3
"the calculated propeller thrust anc. normal forces produced
AC
m
. and АС
Ш
 = 0.05. -"ne slipstream 'effacts' upon wing and
nacelles were negligible. 'This was established by comparing
the -moments produced, by. calculated propeller -forces and the
moments produced by power for the tail-removed condition.
The greatest of fact'.of power was the change- in down wash at
the tail, .resulting'in а АСп^ =.-0.o62 'determined from
ACm5 = (dCm/dit)po;rer off^Tpower on~
a%ower off) wbere-
a» was deduced, from -tail pitching moment and dC^/dit--
The effect of slipstream velocity over th6 tail was stabi-
lizing,- producing а ДС
т
 = -0.021.. The value of ДС^
•was obtained -from the eauation ДС^ ' = (q/qo - l)(tail
pi tching-moment' coefficient assunang q/q0 =-1.0) where' q/o,o
v/as obtained^ from the variation of .elevator effectiveness
with power. - ' - - . .
The variations of.elevator-angle and stick force (without
servo) with speed .are given in figure 65 for rated power at
5000 feet. . Static longitudinal -stability, as indicated by
d5c/dV., ' is present throughout the speed range. High stick-
fixed stability -is. exhibited at low-speeds -because of the, -
decrease in dCL/dcx and the resultant increase in dCm/dCi,
(also noted for the prop.eller-removed Condition). Stick-free
stability is exhibited for. speeds below 150 miles- per hour;
above this speed, stability is lacking, owing to thp reduction
11
in stick-fixed stability. Stick-free stability could be
in-proved, by the introduction of,-?.' spring in the elevator con-
trol such that.-nose-up tab is required' for trim.
*.'"ith flaps deflected, poorer .effects on. the moment charac-r
teriatics are siiv.ilar to those .existing with flaps undeflected
except for the following':. . • ,
1.- The slipstream velocity over -the- flaps produces
sufficient negative pitching moment to more than overcome the
moment produced by direct propeller forces.
2.• The flaps accentuate the downwash produced by the
propeller.
5. The tail.-load is.negative, making any effect of • slip-
stream velocity over.. the-'tail destabili-zing. "vith take-off
power the "static longitudinal stability, as indicated by'
dCrj/aCL, becomes-'.neutral -at • Or, = 2.0- for fla-Ds deflected'
25°, and at Cf, = 1.1' for flaps deflected 30°-.. At. lift •
coefficients .below '!_,-£.•for.-the model with"flaps deflected.
50°, there is an under—surface''tail stall which is-particu-
larly noticeable. .Y-ith bO-pexcent rated" power (.simulated ... •
approach, condition)'. 'For-higher lift -coefficients-, аС^/йС^
-indicates adeour-.te stability.. A tendency for under-sur'face
stall at low lift coefficients is indicated by. •dG>1.cl/dCL • •
for all tests' made with, flaps deflected. The riiaghitucJe ••
increases wi'th flap deflection and power anc. is sufficient
to produce severe sticl:.-free instability. However, " previous
tests made on similar models have indicated that the uncler-
surface stall observed at low Reynolds number tends to
disappear at hir-:h Reynolds'number. • ' - . . ' . •
Effect of "Propeller Rotation .on. Longitudinal Stability
Changing'.-propeller rotation on engines- 1 and 2 from
cl'ocliwiGO to counter clockwise moved the stick-fixed neutral
point 1 percent of the I-I.A.C. aft for the rated-power climb
but failed to change the . sticli-fi:red' stability when flaps
were extended (fifrs. 21, 22, and 2.3). Sticlr-free character-
istics arc changed little, if any, although there appears to
be a'tendency toward greater sticic-free stability in rated-
power climb (dCv._/dCr- less ne&-ativo) with change in rotation.
12
The magnitude of the change in. stability was less than
expected. The .improvement, in stability for ratad-power clirnb
was the difference between the beneficial effect
;
of the
upturning blades operating on the relatively large chord
я-0'Ction of the stabilizer" and the detrimental effect of the
c.ovv
r
nturning blades operating on the small chord section of \ •
the- stabiliser. If the tip of the horizontal tail extended '
only to the' center of the inboard slipstream, as is approxi-
mately true on twin-ensine airplanes, the effect would have
DG С -П ??ч J*6c?.T^O T* • ".
Lateral-rDirectional Characteristics
• . . i
Power, off.- The directional stability in'the c'rui's-e atti-
tude as measured by dG
n
/o.\j/ is -О.ОС2Й and the corresponding
dC
n
/d'5
r
 is -0.0019. Using the methods of reference -^., the--^
estimated, values of .'d.G^ /cAr r-.nd dCr^/dSp are less-than the
measured values, indicating that the vertical tail is oper-
ating- efficiently near -.гего yaw.- ' However, in figures 2Ц-, 25,.
and 2c, the variation of C
n
 with \|/ shows a loss in'tail
effectiveness at \j/ = 1-?°, as indicated by a loss in the
restoring moment. Also, the-rudder hinge moments show-0.
marked increase. The tuft photographs of the model in the
cruise attitude (fig. 27) indicate increasing roughness at
about the rnidspan-of trie rudder for a yav:-ans;le range of 6°
to I'-!-0. Between ill-0 and 16° of yaw; the roughness progresses
to a stall which extends to the rudder tip. Since the hinge
moments were, affected more than the yawing moments, the cause
was probably separation at the rudder trailing edge, which
changed the pressure distribution over the vertical surface.
'The variation of rudder angle to trim and pedal force-
with the angle of .sideslip is'-given in figure 66. A design'
control linkage of (——^  (pedal force) \ ='1.51'with
yd (ruader ninge moment;.--';;
servo tab locked was used for the computation of rudder 'pedal
forces. These results inc.icate thrt-l6° of sideslip can be
enforced with a full rudder deflection of 25°. The rudder •
'hing&-moment resulting can be neutralized, with less than half
(about 9°) of the -available servo-tab deflection.
Power on.- The application of power in both the cruise
and climb'conditions decreases ' 6.G
n
/6jJ/ by 11 percent. .For-.
/
• : ' 13
•-both conditions, the power-on dC
n
/d\j/. = -D.-OQ25-
.-• • ' The variation- of the pedal forces and rudder- deflection
;
 to trim with-- angle of sideslip is nearly linear for the air-
• -plane- in -the- climb' -condition (Vj_ = 1Ц-0 rnph, rated power) as
shown in figure -67. -With a rudder deflection of 20° /the
.- airplane will ;trim at 12.6° angle of • sideslip. At larger
'deflections the" rud.'der stall з, thereby greatly increasing,.':
the pedal forces. It is expected -that, at full-scale Reynolds
number, the effectiveness will be extended and a larger angle
of sideslip will result. -
;
 ; •
It is emphasized that, the large -pedal, forces indicated"
•.in -the range between 0° and 20° rudder deflection are due to'.
the size- of the surface, not. nigh hinge-moment coefficients,.
• an c. /-that 17° of sery-o tab should be sufficient to neutralize
the rudder -hinge moments.- .-The resulting change in the trinv
•.angle of sideslip -caused by -this tab d.eflection would be •
small. • • :
With .flaps extended,., ada.it i on of power causes a marked.
' decrease in dCj,/d\l', -which neutralizes the dihedral effect
. for -ЯО percent rated pov.7er.ano.- 100 percent take-off power.
. Such в. reduction in di:heo.ral' effect- is caused by a movement
_ of the- -center of 'wing, lift pro'duc-ec. by the slipstream toward'
-.'the trailing .wing tip as .-the .'model is -yawed, making the
' reduction a function o'f section lift .-coefficient, thrust coef-
ficient', .arid. di'sta-n.ce from .propeller' .disk' to lifting line.
'Si'n'ce the dihedral, effect .'is not.' 'appreciably negative, the • ._
pilot should be able :t'o' maintain satisfactory control by
„us.in.g .„th.e....K!-il.er.Qns... .. ..... ... .. ......... ____ ......... _._.. ..... . ........ ._.....„__
- -failure- .of ;., the': -left outboard- ..engine during take-off,
• about '"1г° 'o'f ' righ"t' rudder are' recmireif't'oTTfaintain zero side-
slip (.f ig-.-.-Зъ)-, ..... -'For-this-.uef-lection the servo tab is capable
o'f ' ' reducing .. p.e.dal. . f .or cas... c.ons.idera.bly below the loO-pound
limit. Since' ta'ia '• Is" '-'the iaoet critical condition for single-
engine failure, the rudder is capable of handling the unbal-
anced yawing moments produced by failure of any one engine.
:-..'F!ap -Effectiveness
shown
Reynolc
lift should increase-y •"wh--3-'-cb"V.is verified by the lift, curves
for q = 20 and Ц-0' pounds per square foot. For higher dynamic:,
pressures, the effect of Mach- number cancels the beneficial
effect of. Reynolds number and there is negligible change in--
maximum lift coefficient with -dynamic 'pressure. .The Mach
number reached in no'rmal flight with flaps extended will not
'exceed the'.Me.cn number-at a dynamic -pressure of b-0 pounds per
square foot; therefore-., the full-scale airplane should .not-'
• suffer the detrimental Mach number effect on maximum lift-"
coefficient. , ' •
The effectiveness of the 'outboard flap (fig. .39) remains
nearly constant to a deflection of 30°. Beyond this point
effectiveness decreases, reaching neutral effectiveness at-
about b-5°. Based upon these results, it would appear that,
the deflection' of the outboard flap-should be/limited to 35°.
or 'Ц-0Р to improve effectiveness of the aileron..' As the
outboard flap is retracted, the reduction of effective aspect
ratio of the wing is. clearly illustrated by'.the marke.d
increase in Ср at a given Cjj. ' ' ' '
Effect, of Wing Pan&.ls Carried Under Fuselage _ . •
The test result's in figures J-l-2 and Ц-3 indicate that the
wing panels mounted" as shorn, in figure Ц-0 cause .little if s.ny
change in. either the lift or the longitudinal--.and. directional-
stability che.racteris.tics.. They did. cause a slight change in
longitudinal, trim and-an appreciable increase In cirag. .The".
drag increments are .summarized" in the- following .table for: the' '
flapT-undeflected' condition; - - . • • ..--.-.-.
- Wing-panel
configuration
^i V
" i ^
Diagram of
attachment
>-T?u^ SS^
-•• • -'r r'
:
 •-
ACD
at .CL =0.5
~
:
~^~\ Оч.оо'зз-"--
~^ Ь' . . . . . - • • - • '
at .,CL .= 1.
-,:.-о,.о.отЬ.
0 ;
V
W2 - .00 63
V
W, .'.003
. 0011.5
• .-.00.^ 2-
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The foregoing results indicate that from an aerodynamic
viewpoint configuration VTi provides the most-satisfactory
met лоб. for carrying wins? panels under tho fus6ls.se. It
.should be noted that use of this method reouired that the
center-section flap remain undeflected. The accompanying
mechanical complications and the loss of the center flap as a
lifting device might not Ъе justified by the low drag for
this configuration.
' Comparison of Method of Power' Operation
The- results indicate an agreement between the methods of
power operation for the model with flaps undefleetea,
deflected. 25°,• ?-nd 37-1/2°. The pitching moments with the',
flaps deflected .^0° are erratic, however, .and there is a
lack of agreement between the two methods. The reason for
the erratic n-ature 'of the pitching-rnoment curves-is shown' in
an examination- of figure .^9. The tail-removed pitohing-
mornent curve' has practically в. constant slope-. With the tail
on, however, the variation'of the'pitchitig-moment curves is
irregular, leading to the conclusion that the tail' is stalled..
Such a te.il stall has been observed on several, airplanes in
which the tail is roouired to supply a lar*e download because,
of large flap deflections anP .hich power conditions. Thus,
a closer agreement ?.t this .flap deflection would notvbe
cxioectad. . . '
' Effect of the Lr.ndin- C-саг and Cowl Flaps
Asic.o from tho r.ntici-peted increr.se in draf, there are
changes in pitching r.omont caused by the extension of the
tricycle landing goo.r. It is evident that the effect of the •
landins .srcar on the power-off tf.il-r&itioved characteristics
cha:
._ '
ar
produces- п. nearly equal but opposite shift in. pitching moment.
T'h; resulting effect of the gear (power off and t.-,il on) is a
slight increase- in the longitudinal stability. ¥ith the
addition of power, the landing gear increases the longitudinal
stability with flavs undeflectcd., 'and decreases the stability
with flros deflect be. 25°. .With ..the flaps deflected 50°, the
effect of the land'in? з:ар.г is- obscured because of the unsteady
tail stall mentioned previously..
IS
••vith'the wing flaps - deflected 25° and with-the tr.il on.,
there is' no change 'in the longitudinal stability occasioned
by opening the "cowl flaps'; however, a small trim change
(ДС^  =0.07, power off) is observed.
Effectiveness of the Center-Section Split. 'Flap .•-• '
The utility of the center-section, split flap was que.s-
tioned because of th:.- tendency.of the .lift" to carry over the
unflappod area of the fuselage and V.-o.cause additional weight
and mechanical complications would be. involved in the flap
installation. . . .
It is apparent that the lift contributed by. the center-
section flap" is -small (figs, 59 and-bC).'. However,, tile • '
incremental'' pitching: moment resulting from the increased down-
wash at the tail is beneficial in reducing, the up^elevator;.
required-in 'lano-insv The latter, effect may be the deter— - •-.
mining factor in retaining- the centcr-s.octiori split .flap,
sincc"it was esti^atM that' 'the ability of the elevator to
main tain-the landing attitude .in tne'.pre'scnce of the ground
was marginal.' (Sco: fia-.. 63). - . ' ' ' - •
- CONCLUSIONS • • -
,The foregoing discussion - indicates the following: -.
'l. The sticlc-fixed longitudinal stability of. the air-
plane should be satisfactory since it is positive for all
normal flight conditions except for take-off power with: flaps ,
de'flectec. where n.cutral stability is exhibited. • ;
2. The stick-free .longit.udinal'stability'is unsatis- ,
factory in a-' rated-power climb and for any power condition-,
with flaps fully *exteno;ed. In the case of• the ratedrpower
climb,, a spring in'the elevator system counteracted by •
'nose-up, tab, should, srive satisfactory .stability. • With, flaps
extended, the instability is 'due to under-surface stall . • •
(which-may riot exist at full-scale Reynolds number), .-and the .
combination of spring and tab' would-probably be ineffective
owing to the loss in tab effectiveness with surface stalled.
3. "" The elevator power in landing is marginal.1 Deflection
of-the center-section split flap, although 'providing no
Additional lift, cause? an incremental pitching moment which
is beneficial in reducing -the др-elevator required. The
control forces for landing viill be high unless the maximum
tab deflection is increased to 25°. Control forces in accel-
erated, flight will also be high for 'the design control linkage
but could be improved by adjustment of the linkage.
Д. Chancre in propeller rotation produced very little
increase in the "longitudinal stability, primarily because the
tail .completely spanned the slipstream of the inboard pro-
pellers. ' . ' .
5. The 'directional charncteris'tics of the model which
were, invost.igatod arc, satisfactory. The rudder power is
sufficient to maintain "zero yavr upon failure of any one
engine, and th.3 control forces required are not excessive.
6. Lateral characteristics are satisfactory except for
50-percent' and 100—percent taiic—off power in the landing
configuration. Use of tho ailerons is required to pick up
a wing but this should cause no particular difficulty pro-
vided the ailerons arc effective in this condition. The
deflection of the outboard flap should be limited to 35° or
'!-0° to improve the effectiveness of tho lateral control
unless the outboard, flap of fectiveness • improves with Reynolds
number.
7. The results obtained-by the two methods of power
operation are equivalent provided the horizontal tail is not
stalled-.
. S. In general, tho landing gear increases the static
longitudinal stability, power off. However, with power; at
a flap deflection of 25°, stability is decreased. The 'effect
at a. flap deflection'of 50° is obscured bv the stalling of
the tail. " "
APPENDIX A • • •
Model Dimensions
Wing • ' . . - , .
Area, square feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.275
Span, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 3.662
Hean aerodynamic chord-, feet . . . . ' . . . . . . . O.S20
• Aspect-ratio
 ;
 . . .- .
 :
 . . . ' . . . . . . . . . .'..-.. .. 11.9.6
Taper ratio . . . ....'. . . . . . . .. . ' --. . . .. i|... 2'5'-«l
Dihedral. \- • - ... 6°
Sweepback. ...'.-. ij-O-percent chord line, straight
Incidence of root .chord: . ". ,. . . . .. ;•. -. 3.91°
Geometric twist. . .... . . ".. . .' '.-'. ,.' . '' 1.29° of washout
'Tail Lengths . • . . ' •. -
Center .of gravity. (2-5 percent "I--LA.C. ) to ..
elevator hinge,, feet,.. - . . . ' . - . . . . , . . . . ' . . - . .-2..;97
' Center of gravity (2^ percent M..A.C'. ) to
rudder hinge, feet . . ... . . • / . . . . . ' . . .. 2.93
•Horizontal tail . . • • • . - - . • , • • ' • .
Area, square feet . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . * ; " . . . . 1.702
- Span, f eq-t ' - ..-; . .. ••;'.' .' . " . ' . . ' - . . ' . " . • . . . -. . . . • . . ' 2.750
Aspect ratio ';. . . ^-ЛЗ
Elэvator ' ' -
-a
Area, eou.?.ro feat . . . . . : . . . . 0.71?
1Area aft of hinge line, square feet • 0.536
1l.i.A.G. of area aft of hinge' line, feet 0.2Ц4
Vsrtical .tail (occluding dorsal fin) .
Area, square feet .• l.lGS
Span, feet '. . • 1.11-2Ц.
Aspect ratio 1-75
Rudder . • /
Area, square foot 0.l;-66
^Area aft of hinge line, square feet 0.557
Hi.A.CL .of area aft of hinge 'line, feet ' -0.321
?rc;pcller
!
Di-nmeter, feet , 0.950
Blades • three
•'•Areas and chords used to obtain elevator r.ncl rudder him
moment coef f ic ients
'20
APPENDIX В
Configuration Symbols . . - • . . .
S standard- configuration which includes wing-with full-
span, flaps, nacelles, pilots'1 enclosures; hori-
zontal tail, and. vertical ta.il • ./. ...
'HV • horizontal and vertical tail's including dorsal fin .
?a full-span flaps-deflected . a degrees
Fg"FT center-section (split) flap and inboard flaps
deflected a. -degrees
F
o
a
 outboard flap deflected a- degrees .' • '
C' ' cowl flaps -opened tq a degrees. ' - -
si
G- .' landing1 'gear (tricycle,-type) incluc.ing-doors
Р
Х
 " . left outboaro. propeller
left inboard
РЗ . . .- right irmoard ."propeller. > -counterclockwise
.- f '- rotati'on as1 •'•'observed
P4 right .'outboard propeller | from tail of airpla.ne
Superscripts R.- or L
denote- clockwise, or--
"D p p p
-1 i f2 } r 3 i ~ 4
T
.''JTI ' two outboard win.j panels mount об. under fuselag-e with
inboard'- ends butted, together
W3 ' one outboard wing panel; that is, Wx 'with rear -panel
removed
V.:3 one .outboard wing panel; that is, VJ2 turned so thatinboard end .of panel is forward.
5
e
 - deflection of elevators, de.gre.es
6
ет
 ' L deflection of elevator control (servo)1 tab, degrees
5r - deflection of rudder, degrees ,
21
5
r
 deflection of rudder control, (servo) tab, degrees
'i ' • ' *"
a 'angle of attack of fuselage reference line corrected
for up flow and tuhnel-W8,ll effects,
Corrections ' "'' " ' ; .
Exc.ept ^hero noted, all results a.re ^ resented in the
form of standard 1-1ACA 'coefficients referred to the stability
r.^es passing, through ,'e. center of gravity located at the. 25
percent 1-IiA-. C. (fig. 2). Corrections for support 'tares end
jet-boundary effects have 'oe en .made. The jet-boundary •
corrections ar-e as follovm: . '
f = 3W ^ 'CL .(57.3)
V
= 5Vr CL.
where - .
6W _ 0.125 . '
ap ' 0.07^ 'c.s.
'S wing area, 6.27 square feet
С ' tunnel- area, 70 square foot . •
CL lift coefficient '
dC .
— Д cliangc -in model pitching-mornent coef f ic ient per
t de.crree chansro in -t?.il incidence, corrroutcd to
~
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(a) Flaps undeflected and landing gear retracted.
Figure 6. - Photograph of test model mounted in the tunnel.
(b) Flaps deflected and landing gear extended.
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